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SUNKEN CITY LANDSLIDE - PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY STUDY
Task Order Solicitation GEO File No. 15-160
Point Fermin Park Area, San Pedro
Los Angeles, California
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As requested by the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering (LABOE), Amec Foster
Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure, Inc., (Amec Foster Wheeler), has prepared the
following report summarizing the completed preliminary engineering geologic feasibility study
of the “Sunken City” landslide area. The subject landslide area is historically known as the
Point Fermin landslide and a smaller, more active portion of that larger landslide area has
locally become known as the “Sunken City” landslide (Figure 1). The purpose of the
requested preliminary feasibility study is to evaluate the engineering geologic conditions that
would potentially affect a decision to open the currently fenced off portion of the landslide area
for controlled public use. As a part of this evaluation, LABOE and the Los Angeles
Department of Recreation and Parks (LADRP), which has jurisdiction over the city-owned
portion of the site, have also requested development of possible alternatives for public use of
the area, including development of conceptual mitigation measures to improve the safety
conditions.
This subject area was originally developed as residential housing along Paseo Del Mar in the
1920s, but the local residential improvements were damaged by landsliding that began in 1929
and were ultimately abandoned because of continuing landslide movement. The Sunken City
portion of the landslide developed in 1940-41 and historical comparison of landmarks within
this smaller, shallower area of landsliding suggests up to about 130 feet of horizontal
movement and up to about 50 feet of vertical movement has occurred since 1929. Movement
of the landslide(s) over almost 90 years has disrupted and displaced the ground and
underlying bedrock structure, and in the case of the Sunken City landslide, has broken the
slide mass into a myriad of unstable blocks. The most dangerous and unstable areas tend to
be concentrated along the ocean shoreline where the displaced landslide blocks encroach on
the intertidal zone and are continually being eroded away and undermined by wave action.
The combination of seaward slide movement and wave erosion has created relatively high,
over-steepened bluffs that are riddled with fractures and open fissures. Under these
conditions there is a significant potential for rapid catastrophic failure to occur at any time.
On the basis of the compiled information, observations and evaluations, a ground failure
hazard map was prepared to identify those areas of the landslide with the highest potential for
hazardous ground failure. In addition to the ground failure hazards, each of the defined
Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure, Inc.
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hazard areas includes pervasive uneven surfaces, open fissures and local steep to nearvertical slopes that represent significant slip, trip and fall hazards for pedestrians. The
delineated hazard zones are shown on Plate 3.
It will not be possible to effectively mitigate hazards along the shoreline and in the vicinity of
the ocean bluffs to the extent that they will be safe enough for public access. This conclusion
is primarily a consequence of the height, steepness and bedrock conditions along the ocean
shoreline, and also because of effects of wave erosion along the toe of the bluffs and
associated continuing ground movement within the landslide area. However, significant
mitigation of the ground failure and surface hazards can be accomplished in the inland
portions of the Sunken City Landslide, but not to the degree that supports a recommendation
allowing public access. A conceptual mitigation grading plan for the inland portion of the
Sunken City landslide area was developed on the basis of Amec Foster Wheeler’s
recommendations and is attached as Appendix E.
The upper terrace area comprising the top of the Point Fermin Landslide mass in the inland
areas away from the ocean shoreline and bluff top have not been identified as a significant
ground failure hazard zone (Plate 3). Controlled public access to this area is, therefore,
considered feasible, pending implementation of an appropriate monitoring program and other
recommendations described in the following report.
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SUNKEN CITY LANDSLIDE - PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY STUDY
Task Order Solicitation GEO File No. 15-160
Point Fermin Park Area, San Pedro
Los Angeles, California
1.0

INTRODUCTION

As requested in the subject Task Order Solicitation (TOS) from the City of Los Angeles Bureau
of Engineering (LABOE), dated December 15, 2015, Amec Foster Wheeler Environment &
Infrastructure, Inc., (Amec Foster Wheeler), has prepared the following report summarizing the
completed preliminary engineering geologic feasibility study of the “Sunken City” landslide area.
The work was authorized in a letter from LABOE dated February 19, 2016, as Work Order
E1907967 under Amec Foster Wheeler’s on-call services contract C-121567. The general
scope of work and estimated costs are summarized in Amec Foster Wheeler’s proposal dated
January 5, 2016 (2015IRV61p).
The subject landslide area is historically known as the Point Fermin landslide and a smaller,
more active portion of that larger landslide area has locally become known as the “Sunken City”
landslide. The Point Fermin landslide area adjoins the easterly end of Point Fermin Park and is
located along the south-facing ocean bluffs between the current terminus of W Paseo Del Mar
on the west, and the former intersection of Paseo Del Mar with Pacific Avenue on the east
(Figure 1). This area was originally developed as residential housing along both the landward
and seaward sides of Paseo Del Mar in the 1920s. These residential improvements and
associated infrastructure were subsequently damaged and disrupted by landsliding that began
in 1929, and the area was ultimately abandoned because of continuing landslide movement.
The landslide-affected area along the previous alignment of Paseo Del Mar between Point
Fermin Park and Pacific Avenue is now surrounded by a relatively high steel fence that is
intended to restrict public access to the area. This area is understood to be under the
jurisdiction of the City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks (LADRP). The
purpose of the requested preliminary feasibility study is to evaluate the engineering geologic
conditions that would potentially affect a decision to open the fenced off area for controlled
public use. As a part of this evaluation, LABOE has also requested development of possible
alternatives for public use of the area, including development of conceptual mitigation
measures to improve the safety conditions. Amec Foster Wheeler’s work was performed in
cooperation and collaboration with LABOE representatives, with additional direction provided
by LADRP representatives.
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2.0

SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work performed as part of the requested feasibility study includes eight task
elements. Although the bulk of the proposed work is engineering geologic/geotechnical, a
smaller civil engineering component is also included in the proposed services to address
requested conceptual grading design for implementation of possible grading mitigation
measures. Each of the eight general task items comprising the subject feasibility study is
briefly outlined below.
2.1

REVIEW AND COMPILATION OF PERTINENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Records, reports, maps and historic photographs available from research on the internet, from
published references, and also to some extent from the City’s files were reviewed and pertinent
information was compiled for use in summarizing the geologic conditions and history of
landsliding in the area. This information included: geologic mapping of the landslide area
performed in 1929; survey monitoring of the landslide movement between 1929 and 1941; and
local subsurface exploration and geologic mapping within and near the landslide area in the
mid-1980s. Geologic information directly pertinent to the existing site conditions was compiled
on Amec Foster Wheeler’s geologic map. Scaled overlays of the previous geologic maps and
historic topographic maps were prepared for comparison to the current topographic contours
and site conditions to provide a better understanding of the landslide history and changes in the
local conditions through time. Complete copies of the most pertinent reference reports are
attached as Appendices A through D.
2.2

ENGINEERING GEOLOGIC REVIEW AND MAPPING

Geologic mapping of the landslide limits were performed, including delineation of the more
active Sunken City portion within the larger Point Fermin landslide area. This mapping included
approximate delineation of the major sub-blocks and internal bedding structure within the
Sunken City portion of the landslide mass, which has been broken into a myriad of smaller
pieces by movement over the last 75 years. The extended period of landslide activity has
severely disturbed and disrupted the geologic structure within this complex of landslide blocks.
The “in-place” geologic structure exposed in the intertidal zone beneath the landslide mass is,
therefore, considered to be more representative of the geologic conditions that control local
landsliding. The primary base of landsliding for each landslide is locally exposed along the
shorefront in the easterly portion of the slide area and was mapped in detail, along with the
associated nearby geologic structure exposed in the intertidal zone.
The approximate locations of displaced concrete slabs that comprised the previous Paseo Del
Mar roadway pavement within the landslide area were also mapped, along with the general
trend and location of primary trails within the site. The orthophoto topography provided by
LABOE, vertical aerial photography available from the NavigateLA website, and
Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure, Inc.
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reconnaissance photos taken throughout the site were used to supplement direct field
observations and mapping. Previous geologic mapping and published geologic information
regarding the local stratigraphy were referenced and, as appropriate, were incorporated in
Amec Foster Wheeler’s geologic map and general geologic model of the landslide conditions.
2.3

PREPARATION OF GEOLOGIC MAP AND CROSS-SECTIONS

The collected previous and recent geologic information are compiled and presented on the
Geologic Map (Plate 1). Three geologic cross-sections were also prepared in an approximately
north-south direction through the landslide mass, extending from offshore through the
intertidal/bluff area and to the north beyond the mapped limits of the Point Fermin landslide to
include Shepard Street (Plate 2). The projected landslide geometries illustrated along the
geologic cross-sections were used to perform relative evaluations of the stability conditions
along each profile/section.
2.4

GENERALIZED STABILITY ANALYSES AND RELATIVE STABILITY EVALUATIONS

Analyses of the generalized stability conditions were performed along each of the three
geologic cross-sections, including “back analyses” of the projected/assumed landslide
geometries to estimate appropriate strength parameters for the slide plane/rupture surface.
The stability of the landslide was also analyzed using a suite of possible groundwater levels
within the slide mass to generally assess the sensitivity of the stability conditions to variations in
the assumed groundwater conditions. Review of available references indicates that
observed/noticeable movement of the Point Fermin and Sunken City portion of the landslide
has been observed approximately coincident with heavy or extreme rainfall years. As briefly
discussed above, these analyses are based on limited available subsurface information and
are, therefore, considered primarily useful for generalized evaluation of the relative stability
conditions, and are not considered definitive of the actual conditions.
2.5

DELINEATION OF GROUND FAILURE HAZARD AREAS

On the basis of the compiled data, observations, and evaluations, ground failure hazard zones
were delineated within the landslide area. Three hazard levels were defined specific to the
exposed geologic conditions and the associated local history of landsliding, including “Extreme
Hazard”, “High Hazard” and “Hazard” zones. These hazard zone definitions were, in turn
utilized to identify specific hazard zones within the landslide area.
2.6

PROJECT MEETINGS AND EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL MITIGATION ALTERNATIVES

The project status, observations and findings were routinely reviewed and discussed in telecom
discussions and project meetings with representatives of LABOE and to a lesser extent with
LADRP. In addition to the exchange of information regarding the landslide conditions, the
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principal value of these interactions has been review, discussion and input regarding potential
mitigation alternatives for the existing hazards.
2.7

DEVELOPMENT OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the compiled data, observations, and evaluations, engineering geologic
conclusions were developed regarding the landslide conditions and associated hazards within
the landslide area. In cooperation and collaboration with LABOE representatives, and with
additional direction provided by LADRP representatives, preliminary recommendations were
also developed for potential mitigation measures to improve the safety of the site and to allow
limited public access to some areas.
2.8

PREPARATION OF SUMMARY REPORT

This report was prepared to briefly summarize the compiled data, observations, evaluations,
conclusions and recommendations outlined above.
3.0

LANDSLIDE CHROLOLOGY/HISTORY

Prior to 1929: Residential and commercial development of the local area began sometime
prior to 1929, including construction of Paseo Del Mar, Carolina Street, and two unnamed alley
ways that were all ultimately affected by landsliding in the area. The parcel map used as a
base for geologic mapping in 1929 shows structures on approximately 14 of the lots within the
landslide area.
1929: The first indication of landslide movement was recognized in January 1929 with the
occurrence of water line and gas line breaks under the Ocean View Inn on Paseo del Mar,
approximately 200 feet west of Carolina Street. Over the next several months, similar utility
breaks and a line of pavement and ground cracks formed an essentially continuous arc that
extended out to the ocean bluff at locations south of the Ocean View Inn and south of the
intersection of Pacific Avenue and Paseo Del Mar.
The City of Los Angeles subsequently conducted a geologic study of what became known as
the Point Fermin Landslide (Ransome, 5/7/1929, refer to Appendix B). This study included
geologic mapping of the slide area, installation of monitoring points along 7 survey lines and
also excavation of a “test well”. The test well was located in the west-central portion of the
landslide, and reportedly extended to a depth of 140 feet. Groundwater observations and
measurements at the site are relatively limited and are briefly summarized under Section 4.4 of
the text.
A second geologic study of the landslide area was authorized by the City of Los Angeles in
August 1929. This relatively brief study was conducted by three geologists, including
Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure, Inc.
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Mr. Ralph Arnold, a well regarded geologist with extensive experience in the San Pedro area.
Their observations, conclusions and recommendations are summarized in a report dated
August 29, 1929 and included summaries of survey data and mapping that documented
continuing movement of the landslide (refer to Appendix D). These observations and
measurements suggested at least two surfaces of movement along the seaward-dipping
bedding planes in the bedrock, including a deep surface that extended well below sea level at
the shoreline. This conclusion was reinforced by relatively deep dislocation of the casing in the
test hole drilled by Ransome and also dislocation of the casing for an oil exploration borehole
that had been drilled from a platform at the base of bluff sometime before 1921 (refer to Plate 1
and Appendices C and D). The primary recommendation from the report was “The entire area
should be abandoned as a place of human habitation and all persons forbidden to enter the
same. This is particularly true of the beach below the high cliffs on account of the danger of
falling rocks and the possibility of the precipitation of huge masses of rock falling into the ocean
without warning.”
1929 - April 1940: The Point Fermin Landslide continued to move slowly but consistently
throughout this time. At the time of the apparently final set of survey measurements in April
1940, the total recorded horizontal displacements were about 15 to 17 feet, with maximum
vertical displacements of about 5 to 7 feet (i.e., the ground within the landslide area moved
toward the ocean and elevation of the ground surface dropped). Survey lines that were
established in the intertidal zone parallel to the shoreline also located the apparent offshore
edge of landsliding (refer to “dislocation points” along Survey Lines “F” and “H’ on Plate 1 and
Appendix D). Relatively slow movement of the translational landslide reportedly allowed most
of the existing residential structures to relocate outside the slide area. A relatively abrupt
increase in the rate of movement was recorded in April 1940 (Appendix C).
1940 – 1941: Survey monitoring apparently ended in 1941 after acceleration of the landslide
was recorded in April 1940, which apparently destroyed or made many of the survey monitoring
points inaccessible or too dangerous to access. Substantial acceleration of the southeasterly
portion of the Point Fermin Landslide in 1940-41 created what has become known as the
“Sunken City” landslide area, as shown in many historic photographs from that time period.
The 1940-41 rainfall year was the wettest on record at that time, with an annual total of
approximately 33 inches of rain. Bluff erosion due to heavy storm surf conditions likely also
contributed to this acceleration, including landfall of a dissipating hurricane in September 1939
that reportedly destroyed the outer 300 feet of the Huntington Beach Pier.
1941 – 1986: No specific survey measurements are apparently available, but geologic review
and investigation in the early 1980’s indicated that noticeable slide movement continued to
occur primarily in the “Sunken City” portion of the landslide. Noticeable movement was
Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure, Inc.
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attributed to continuing erosion along the toe of the bluff and periodic acceleration associated
with extended heavy rainfall.
The 1977-78 rainfall season was a record rainfall year with an annual total of approximately 33
inches (second only to the 2004-2005 total of nearly 38 inches). As reported in a professional
paper about the Point Fermin Landslide in the mid-1980s prepared by Engineering Geologist
Mike Scullin (Appendix A), nearly continuous movement was evident in the easterly (Sunken
City) portion of the Point Fermin landslide after the heavy rains in 1978. As shown on Sculllin’s
geologic map, a relatively small new landslide apparently occurred during this period that
produced a minor northeasterly enlargement of the slide area in the vicinity of the existing
Pacific Avenue viewpoint parking area. A geologic report prepared by Munson in 1979 also
mapped two small scarps a short distance to the west that extended about 20 to 25 feet north
of the pre-existing slide limits. These areas of local landslide enlargement were believed to
have occurred in response to the record 1977-78 rainfall (Munson, 1979, refer to Plate 1).
Relatively little information is apparently available regarding local geologic
conditions/observations and evidence of ground movement in the years following original
publication of Scullin’s geologic paper in 1986 by the Geological Society of America.
1987: The existing wrought iron/steel fence was reportedly installed around most of the Point
Fermin Landslide by the City of Los Angeles in 1987 in response to safety concerns and also
complaints about noise and vandalism from the surrounding residents (Waters, 8/17/1986).
2009: In July 2009, a chunk of the Sunken City cliff reportedly collapsed sending a large cloud
of dust into the air, no one was hurt (Littlejohn, 11/29/11).
3.1

CURRENT OBSERVATIONS OF LANDSLIDE CONDITIONS

The original ground surface in the Point Fermin landslide area was an essentially level terrace
with a slight seaward slope, similar to what exists in the adjoining Pt. Fermin Park area to the
west. Displacement of the landslide originally occurred as a relatively coherent block or rock
mass that moved seaward along weak strata/bedding in the underlying bedrock that are tilted
towards the ocean (this is known as a translational landslide). Cracks and what were locally
described as “crevices” developed around the edges of the block as the rock mass moved
seaward. Most of the original terrace surface was preserved, but at a lower elevation and at a
location that is about 20 to 25 feet further seaward (the ratio of the maximum horizontal and
vertical displacements measured in the 1929 through 1941 survey monitoring is consistent with
an overall seaward inclination of the underlying bedrock strata of about 18 to 22 degrees). The
current ground surface of the greater Point Fermin landslide is somewhat undulatory, reflecting
the presence of broad areas of extension and settlement along incipient slide block boundaries
(Plate 1).
Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure, Inc.
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Comparison of available mapping and the 1929 - 1940 survey data indicates that relatively
minor additional displacement has occurred in the northerly and westerly extremities of the
greater Point Fermin landslide area since activation of the Sunken City portion of the landslide
75 years ago. Comparison of the distance between the north edge of the displaced Paseo Del
Mar pavement/curb section to the original right-of way (R.O.W.) location in the area westerly of
the Sunken City landslide indicates that approximately 20 to 25 feet of horizontal displacement
has occurred in that area since 1929. This is about 5 to 10 feet more than was measured
during the last available survey measurements 76 years ago in April 1940. This additional
movement is equivalent to an average displacement rate of about 0.8 to 1.5 inches/year,
although much of this additional movement may have occurred coincident with original
development of the Sunken City portion of the landslide during the extreme 1940-41 rainfall
season, or possibly during other extreme rainfall seasons.
Evidence of substantial displacement of the larger landslide area that post-dates 1987
construction of the existing wrought iron/steel fence would presumably be reflected in
deformation/displacement of the fence or nearby fence foundations in the vicinity of the four
locations where the fence crosses the mapped landslide boundary (refer to Plate 1). Although
some local distress or damage to the fence was observed in the vicinity of these crossing
areas, there was no apparent evidence of substantial landslide displacement of the fence.
Previous experience in similar landslide areas suggests that sophisticated subsurface
monitoring of the base of the landslide would likely show relatively minor, slow, creeping
landslide movement and/or periodic minor movement associated with higher
rainfall/groundwater conditions (e.g., inclinometers that extend down through the slide mass
into undisturbed bedrock beneath the landslide would be capable of measuring displacements
of as little as 0.001-inch). The rate and magnitude of this type of movement may take many
years to manifest at the ground surface and the often subtle evidence of this deep movement is
also easily obscured.
The Sunken City portion of the landslide initially developed in 1940 as a translational block.
However, as the movement progressed, the slide mass broke into ever-smaller blocks that in
some areas locally preserved only small isolated remnants of the original terrace surface.
Breakdown of the rock mass has developed primarily as a consequence of a relatively large
magnitude of apparently continuous very slow slide movement that has occurred over an
extended period of time. Continuing movement created internal fractures in the blocks,
reducing the strength of the rock to the extent that it could not support the near-vertical
boundaries around the edges of the blocks. Differences in the shape and orientation of the
underlying landslide slip surface, slight differences in the rate of movement within the blocks
and the probable presence of pre-existing faults likely contributed to breakdown of the rock
mass. Landslide movement that has occurred over the last 75 years has internally fractured,
Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure, Inc.
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displaced and disrupted the structure/fabric of the rock mass. As such, portions of the existing
slopes within the slide area, and also the steep bluff slopes along the shoreline are potentially
unstable and subject rapid catastrophic failure.
Comparison of the distance between the north edge of the displaced Paseo del Mar
pavement/curb section to the original Paseo Del Mar R.O.W. suggests that between about 30
and 130 feet of horizontal movement and about 25 to 50 feet of vertical movement have
occurred in the Sunken City portion of the landslide. The greatest horizontal displacements
have occurred in the westerly portion of the smaller slide area. Along the westerly edge of the
slide mass, the existing ground elevations are about 55 to 65 feet lower than the original
terrace level. Comparison of the 1972 topographic base map used by Scullin for his geologic
mapping in the 1980s to the current topographic base provided by LABOE (circa 2014)
suggests that about 35 to 40 feet of seaward displacement has occurred in the westerly portion
of the Sunken City landslide since 1972. Similar comparisons in the easterly portion of the
landslide suggest about 25 to 30 feet of seaward displacement over that same time period,
including enlargement of the slide boundary to the northeast over an area of about 3,000
square feet (i.e., towards the existing parking area/overlook at the south end of Pacific
Avenue). These comparisons indicate an average displacement rate of about 10 to 11
inches/year in the westerly portion of the slide and about 7 to 8 inches/year in the easterly
portion of the slide since 1972. However, the actual rate of movement is likely to be highly
variable within the slide mass and has been observed to accelerate in response to heavy
rainfall (i.e., increased groundwater pressure), and also in response to wave erosion and
removal of the landslide toe along the shoreline. Rapid acceleration and catastrophic failure is
most likely to occur in the steep bluff slope area along the ocean shoreline.
Comparison of data between the 1929 geologic map and the current topographic base
suggests up to about 50 to 80 feet of bluff retreat has occurred in conjunction with displacement
of the landslide. Similar comparisons between Scullin’s geologic map, which used a
topographic base map prepared in 1972, and the current topography suggests bluff retreat from
a few feet up to about 50 feet. These estimates are, however, just snapshots in time because
the landslide has been moving or creeping incrementally seaward since original activation of
movement in 1929 and is continually being eroded away by wave action. It is interesting to
note that the 1929 location of the oil exploration well the was drilled on the beach in the early
1920s is currently about 35 to 40 feet behind the toe of the existing bluff and is overlain by
remnants of the northerly edge of the Paseo Del Mar roadway (refer to Plate 1).
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4.0

GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS

4.1

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGIC SETTING

The project site is located along the ocean shoreline in the southeasterly extremity of the Palos
Verdes Peninsula and is bounded on the south by a steep bluff slope (Figure 1). The uplifted
remnant of an ancient wave-cut terrace in the top of the bedrock forms the relatively level area
of residential development and adjoining park areas that surround the landward side of the
Point Fermin landslide. The modern equivalent of this bedrock erosion platform is present
extending seaward at a relatively shallow gradient from the base of the existing ocean bluff.
Outside of the landslide area, the top of the nearby bluffs has an elevation of about 110 feet
and the adjoining terrace surface ascends at gentle gradient to the north. The terrace surface
is typically underlain by several feet of dark adobe topsoil and minor local intervals of terrace
deposits.
Bedrock underlying the site is assigned to the Monterey formation, which was deposited in
deep ocean basins during the Miocene, about 4 to 16 million years ago (Conrad and Ehlig,
1983). This deposition occurred on much older (Mesozoic age), metamorphic basement rock
known as the Catalina Schist, which is typically characterized by an abundance of blue and
green schist. During the older portion of this sedimentation process, local layers and irregular
bodies of basalt were emplaced by volcanic activity, which also deposited thin layers of volcanic
ash in the sedimentary section that through time have been altered to relatively weak bentonitic
clay beds. Following deep burial and partial lithification of these deep-sea deposits, tectonic
compression along bounding faults on the southwesterly and northeasterly sides of what is now
the Palos Verdes Peninsula began to uplift and deform the bedrock into a broad dome-like fold
or anticline. The central axis of this anticlinal fold is located near the center and highest point of
the Peninsula and plunges or bends downward to the northwest towards Palos Verdes Estates
and to the southeast towards San Pedro. Uplift of the Peninsula over about the previous 1.5
million years is reflected in at least thirteen (13) wave-cut marine terrace platforms that extend
between elevations of about 50 feet at a few locations near the ocean shoreline, and up to
about 1,300 feet near the crest of the Peninsula (Woodring, et al, 1946). Uplift and folding of
the bedrock strata has imparted a pervasive seaward dip or inclination to the sedimentary
layers on the southwest side of the Peninsula, including the subject area. The seaward
inclination of the bedrock strata at low to moderate angles, and also the presence of relatively
weak bentonite clay beds within the bedrock, are the principal controlling factors for large
translational landsliding that has occurred at many locations along the southerly side of the
Peninsula.
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4.2

STRATIGRAPHY

The earth materials in the vicinity of the project site can be divided into five (5) primary
stratigraphic units with an associated geologic map symbol (Plate 1). In generally decreasing
age of deposition or occurrence, they are: 1) Monterey formation bedrock, Altamira Shale
member (Tma); 2) non-marine terrace deposits (Qtn); 3) beach deposits (Qbd); 4) landslides
(Qls) and artificial or man-made fill (af). Stratigraphic nomenclature for the project is taken
primarily from USGS Professional Paper 207 (USGS, 1946) and from a professional paper
prepared by Conrad and Ehlig (1983). The geologic map symbols referenced above utilize
standard geologic practice wherein naturally deposited Quaternary-age geologic units (i.e.,
from the present to about 2.6 million years old [USGS, 2010]) are labeled with a capital “Q”,
including appropriate subscripts, and Tertiary-age geologic units/bedrock (i.e., from about 2.6
million to 65 million years old [USGS, 2010]) are labeled with a capital “T”. Manmade or artificial
fill is not labeled with a time period and is identified only with appropriate subscripts. Brief
summary descriptions of each of these units are provided below.
4.2.1

Monterey Formation Bedrock (Tma)

Monterey formation bedrock is well exposed in the ocean bluffs and adjoining intertidal zone to
the east and west of the Point Fermin landslide area. Much of the intertidal zone extending
seaward from beneath the easterly portion of the Point Fermin Landslide also appears to
consist of in-place Monterey formation bedrock (Plate 1). On the basis of the age, stratigraphic
position and character of the local bedrock, it has been assigned to the Altamira Shale member
of the Monterey formation, and an “a” has been added to the map symbol to reflect this
classification (Woodring, et al, 1946). The local bedrock is composed of two (2) dominant rock
types: 1) laminated to thinly bedded porcelaneous shale, silty shale, diatomaceous shale and
dolostone with minor thin interbeds of blue-schist sandstone and altered bentonitic tuff that are
present in the area immediately east of (and also beneath) the landslide area; and 2)
moderately to very thickly bedded blue schist sandstone with intervals, interbeds and inclusions
of thinly bedded to laminated, porcelaneous, silty and diatomaceous shale that comprise much
of the exposures immediately west of the landslide area.
Sea cliff exposures beneath Point Fermin about 700 to 800 feet to the west of the landslide,
consist primarily of thickly to very thickly bedded blue schist sandstone with an intervening
section of abundant shale at about mid-height. These locally unique deposits of abundant
blue-schist sandstone are believed to be the result of submarine fan deposition from an uplifted
block of the Catalina Schist basement rock during the Miocene that was located to the north
(Russell, 1987). The sandstone reportedly fines and becomes more thinly bedded in the upper
portion of the sequence and appears to grade laterally to the east, interfingering with shale and
with an increasing occurrence of shale inclusions within the sandstone, thus suggesting a
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transition near the edges of the fan complex. The available exposures suggest this local
transition occurs within or beneath the westerly portion of the landslide area.
4.2.2

Non-marine Terrace Deposits (Qtn)

Limited observations near the bluff and within the landslide suggest that the naturally deposited
surficial soil cover (primarily residual soil) on the top of the remnant bedrock erosion platform
consists primarily of several feet of dark brown, adobe topsoil. However, subsurface
exploration logged by Munson (1979) in the area northeast of slide recorded a relatively
consistent ~2-foot thick interval of light-colored silt and clay with abundant shale fragments
beneath the topsoil, and at one location, fine sand was logged on the top of the bedrock that
may be the erosional remnant marine terrace deposits. These limited local exposures did not
warrant addition of this unit to the geologic map.
4.2.3

Beach Deposits (Qbd)

A relatively thick apron of reworked landslide rubble is present along the shoreline at the base
of the bluff in the subject area. Although there is some fine to coarse sand matrix material
exposed in some local areas, most of the exposed beach deposits consist of typically tabularshaped, sub-rounded, cobble and boulder-size rock fragments. The high tide line appears to
coincide with the base of the bluff in most areas, so wave action immediately begins reworking
detritus shed during erosion and failure of the bluff slope. The most recent failure areas can be
identified by large piles, or coarse talus cones of tabular boulders with locally higher angularity,
and in some cases also including finer soils and angular sand and gravel clasts near the crest
of the pile against the bluff face that have not yet been washed away by the wave action. The
lowermost portion of the beach deposits likely includes fine to coarse sand and gravel matrix
material between primarily clast-supported cobbles and boulders. The thickness of the beach
deposits is unknown, but the local presence of erosion resistant bedrock outcrops in many
areas of the intertidal zone suggests that a thickness of about 4 to 8 feet would be typical.
4.2.4

Landslides (Qls)

The occurrence of landsliding in the subject area is primarily controlled by the presence of
unsupported, or inadequately supported seaward-dipping bedding or strata in the bedrock that
contains relatively weak, laterally extensive bentonitic clay beds. These weak clay beds have
low frictional resistance and under the right conditions can form failure or slip surfaces that
allow the overlying bedrock blocks to slide down the inclined surface of the bedding or strata.
This type of landsliding is known a translational block failure and can extend over a large area,
as demonstrated by the Point Fermin landslide and also by the Portuguese Bend landslide
about 5 miles to the northwest, which has been moving continuously since 1956.
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As discussed above, landsliding in the subject area can be divided into two distinct areas: the
Point Fermin landslide that encompassed essentially the entire area of landsliding at the site,
and a secondary failure of that original landslide mass that is known as the Sunken City
landslide. In the early 1980s, downhole geologic logging in two large diameter bucket auger
borings within, and a short distance to the north of the Point Fermin landslide identified two
bentonite clay beds that are vertically spaced about 20 to 25 feet apart (Scullin, 1987, Appendix
A).
Projection of these weak bentonite beds to the head or back of the landslide area, and to the
bottom of the existing bluff in the east-central portion of the slide area, strongly suggest that
these clay beds represent the base of landsliding for the Sunken City landslide (i.e., along the
upper clay bed) and the encompassing Point Fermin landslide (i.e., along the lower clay bed).
These clay beds have been mapped along the lower portion of the bluff in the eastern portion of
the landslide area, and can be seen to intersect with a fault/displacement surface that forms the
easterly edge/boundary of the landslide area (refer to Plate 1). Seaward projection of the
mapped bentonite bed at the base of the Point Fermin landslide also approximately coincides
with the “dislocation point” identified in the intertidal zone by 1929 survey measurements (refer
to “dislocation point” along Survey Line “H” on Plate 1). The geologic structure or strata
exposed in that portion of the bluff gradually rise in elevation to the east, and farther to the
west, the exposures of the mapped clay beds descend below the beach deposits and are
believed to be below sea level at the shoreline in the central and westerly portions of the
landslide area (Plates 1 and 2).
As briefly discussed above under Section 4.2.1, the character of the bedrock comprising the
westerly portion of the landslide consists of moderately to very thickly-bedded blue schist
sandstone, interbedded with intervals of porcelaneous, silty and diatomaceous shale. This rock
is relatively resistant to erosion and has formed relatively high, very steep to essentially vertical
cliff faces along much of the ocean shoreline, where it is exposed to continual wave erosion
during higher tides. Movement of both the Sunken City and to a lesser extent the Point Fermin
landslides has broken the slide masses into steep-sided blocks that are subject to sudden
catastrophic failure, particularly during or after heavy rainfall and/or large storm surf events.
Detritus produced by failure of the bluff face in this westerly area tends to be composed of large
blocks and tabular pieces of bedrock.
The easterly portion of slide area (i.e., in the area where the base of both landslide masses is
exposed in the bluff face) is composed primarily of thinly bedded porcelaneous, silty and
diatomaceous shale with minor thin interbeds of sandstone. This rock tends to be less resistant
to erosion and typically forms moderately steep slopes with aprons of soil and rock detritus
along the ocean shoreline. In areas of active wave erosion, a steep to near-vertical exposure
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of displaced and/or in-place bedrock (i.e., below the base of the Point Fermin slide mass) is
locally present along the back of the beach deposits. These steep slopes range in height from
a few feet up to a maximum of about 20 feet. Detritus shed from shallow failures and erosion of
this portion of the landslide area tends to consist primarily of soil and gravel to cobble-size rock
fragments, with some local boulder-size blocks of relatively hard dolostone. A portion of the
steep slope along the back of the beach deposits has been locally undermined by wave erosion
in the area where the base of the Point Fermin landslide crosses the bottom of the bluff. This
differential erosion is primarily a consequence of the softer bentonitic materials and associated
shearing deformation that is present along the base of the landslide (Plate 1).
4.2.5

Artificial or Manmade Fill (af)

No records documenting construction/placement of artificial fill within the landslide area are
known to be available, but descriptions by Arnold (1929) indicate that the “crevices” that formed
around the head/perimeter of the landslide were filled to reduce the safety hazard (Appendix
D). The limits of these fills are not known, but have been locally inferred on the geologic map
(Plate 1).
4.3

GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE

In general, bedding or stratification of the Monterey formation bedrock materials that underlie
the landslides and surrounding area are inclined shallowly (i.e., about 5 to 25 degrees) towards
the shoreline. However, geologic mapping of the base of the landslides in the easterly portion
of the slide area indicate these beds gradually rise in elevation to the east, and the overall
inclination of the bedding in that area has a component to the west. This westerly dip
component in the underlying bedding appears to be most pronounced in the easterly extremity
of the slide area and decreases to the west. Displacement of a bedrock block that occurred
near the terminus of Pacific Avenue in the late 1970s - early 1980s (refer to Section 3.0)
appears to have moved in a southwesterly direction, oblique to the shoreline, reflecting the
more westerly component of bedding dip in that area (Plate 1). Bluff exposures of individual
beds within displaced bedrock comprising the westerly half of the slide area show relatively
minor variations in elevation, suggesting the primary component of dip in the underlying
bedding in that area is directly south toward the ocean.
Geologic mapping of the base of both the Point Fermin and shallower Sunken City landslides
indicate these failure surfaces extend below sea level along the shoreline in the westerly
portion of the slide area. The relatively weak, seaward-dipping, bentonitic clay beds that
control the landsliding are, therefore, covered by the rubbly beach deposits in this area and
also by overlying bedrock layers, particularly in the areas further seaward. Available exposures
along the westerly shoreline and offshore areas suggest that seaward displacement of the slide
masses has been accommodated at some locations by uplift and buckling of these overlying
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bedrock layers, thus allowing the base of landsliding to “daylight” (i.e., extend upwards to break
out at the submerged ground surface). The best example of this uplift and buckling along the
shoreline is present in the area between Geologic Cross Sections 2-2’ and 3-3’ on the attached
Geologic Map (Plate 1). At that location, a line of outcropping bedrock strata in the intertidal
zone was measured with inclinations at moderate angles (40 to 45 degrees) to the north, back
towards the bluff face. This apparent “ramping up” of the landslide slip surface is also reflected
in the nearby portion of the bluff face, where the remnant bedding in the displaced bedrock is
also inclined to the north, apparently in response to local, “along-bedding” rotational failure of
the bluff face. A local area of similarly “back-rotated” blocks appears to be present in the
shoreline area at the westerly edge of the Sunken City landslide.
A possible explanation for the apparent “back-rotated” conditions observed at these two local
areas along the shoreline is that original buckling failure along the ocean shoreline during
development and displacement of the deeper Point Fermin Landslide produced displaced
bedrock structural conditions that were favorable for development of “along-bedding” failures in
the overlying stratigraphy. Development of the Sunken City landslide approximately 20 years
later may, therefore, have been accommodated by uplift and buckling produced by the deeper
landslide. The “ramped up” geologic structure produced by the original landslide failure could
reasonably have “daylighted” the shallower bentonite bed, thus allowing the Sunken City
landslide to develop and fail almost entirely along that weak bedding plane. This hypothesized
failure mechanism would also make the Sunken City portion of the landslide potentially more
susceptible to rapid failure in response to significant bluff retreat during heavy storm surf, as
was recorded in September 1939, prior to relatively rapid development of that shallower
landslide in 1940-41 (Section 3.0).
Original displacement along the westerly edge of the Point Fermin landslide appears to have
occurred along a pre-existing fault in the bedrock that crossed down the face of the bluff and
across the adjoining intertidal zone along a trend that is slightly east of due-south (Plate 1).
The westerly edge of the landslide in Arnold’s 1929 geologic report is described as a fissure
where it crosses the intertidal zone, and his report includes a picture of a large group of men
reviewing the fissure in the beach area (Appendix D). Descriptions in 1929 and comparison
with the current exposures suggest that several feet of uplift has occurred through time on the
easterly side of that fissure. 1929 survey measurements along a line parallel to the shoreline
also identified the apparent offshore edge of landsliding, which coincides with this fault feature
in the intertidal zone (refer to “dislocation point” along Survey Line “F” on Plate 1).
As shown on Scullin’s 1987 geologic map (Appendix A), minor westerly enlargement of the
slide occurred sometime after the original failure. Scullin’s map is consistent with the recent
geologic mapping (Plate 1), and the edge of the landslide now follows a second pre-existing
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bedrock fault surface that crosses the bluff face in a more southwesterly direction and is
coincident with an existing erosion/drainage gully. Although this second fault is clearly visible
crossing the intertidal zone, the geometry of the landslide suggests that the edge of the
landslide bends to the southeast in the beach area and likely merges with the original slide
boundary somewhere offshore (Plate 1).
4.4

GROUNDWATER

The presence of groundwater is an important consideration in assessing the stability of
landslides because it generally reduces the strength of the bedrock, particularly the weak
bentonite clay beds that form the base of these landslides. However, more importantly, the
hydrostatic pressure of the groundwater reduces the frictional resistance along the base of the
landslides and also other weak bedding planes discontinuities within the bedrock by producing
an uplift force on the overlying earth materials.
Ransome’s 1929 geologic study (Appendix B) included excavation of a “test well”. The test well
was located in the west-central portion of the landslide at an elevation of 112 feet, and
reportedly extended to a depth of 140 feet. Groundwater seepage was observed between
depths of 70 to 90 feet and a water surface was measured during drilling at a depth of 100 feet.
Subsequent measurements reportedly indicated that the water level rose to 80 feet below the
ground surface (~elev. 32 feet) sometime after completion of drilling. It is interesting to note
that measurements about three months after installation of the well indicated that it was open
only to a depth of about 101 feet, likely marking the base or possibly the uppermost surface
movement in the landslide (MacNaughton Library, 1940, refer to Appendix C).
Scullin’s 1987 geologic publication (Appendix A) referenced the occurrence of seepage at a
depth of 48 feet (~elev.72 feet) in his exploratory boring B-1, which was located about 20 feet
north of the slide boundary (Plate 1). Ransome’s and Scullin’s observations and
measurements are the only information that are known to be available regarding groundwater
levels within the landslide mass. Observations during recent geologic mapping suggest that
seepage has locally occurred a few feet above the exposed base of the existing bluff, but no
active seepage was observed during the recent field work.
5.0

GENERALIZED STABILTY ANALYSES

The three geologic cross-sections illustrate subsurface projections of the geologic
structure/landslide base that are based on the available/collected geologic data. Subsurface
data are essentially limited to previous observations and measurements from two bucket auger
borings within and adjacent to the central portion of the landslide (Scullin, 1987, Appendix A
and Plate 1). This exploration information and mapping of the bentonite beds/base of the
landslides along the shoreline in the easterly portion of the landslide area provide the only data
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available for subsurface projection of the landslide geometries. The location of Geologic
Section 2 - 2’ includes the data from Scullin’s exploratory borings and is, therefore, considered
the best representation of the Point Fermin and Sunken City landslide geometries (Plate 2).
Analyses of the generalized stability conditions were performed along each of the three
geologic cross-sections (Plate 2), including “back analyses” of the projected/assumed landslide
geometries to estimate appropriate strength parameters for the slide plane/rupture surface.
These analyses are considered generalized because of the limited extent of information
available for delineating and projecting the landslide conditions.
Using an estimated existing groundwater surface based on the limited available data (Section
4.4 above), stability analyses were performed for each of the projected landslide geometries
shown on the geologic sections (i.e., a total of five landslide geometries because the Sunken
City landslide is not present along Section1-1’). The purpose of these analyses was to
determine what uniform strength parameters are required to maintain marginal stability (i.e.,
F.S. of ~1.0) along all of the projected landslide geometries (the assumption being that the
composition/strength of the bentonite comprising much or most of the length of each failure
surface is about the same). On the basis of these analyses, a uniform strength of phi (ϕ) = 13
degrees and cohesion (c) = 0 was estimated, which is generally in the range of other calculated
values in the Palos Verdes area. Factors of safety for the projected/estimated existing nearequilibrium conditions of the landslides using these estimated strength parameters ranged from
0.97 to 1.1 (refer to Appendix E). Using these projections, estimates and assumptions, the
average factor of safety of the Sunken City landslide is about 1.0 and average factor of safety
of the underlying and encompassing Point Fermin landslide is about 1.1.
The stability of the landslide was also analyzed using the estimated strength parameters and a
suite of possible groundwater levels within the slide mass to generally assess the sensitivity of
the stability conditions to variations in the assumed groundwater conditions. Review of
available references indicates that observed/noticeable active movement of the Point Fermin
and Sunken City portion of the landslide has occurred approximately coincident with heavy or
extreme rainfall years.
The assumed/projected groundwater levels that were estimated for the existing conditions were
used as a baseline and essentially uniform rises of 10, 20 and 30 feet above those baselines
were assumed for the purposes of these sensitivity analyses. As would be expected, the
factors of safety for the landslides (i.e., the stability) decrease with increasing water levels.
Along Section 2 - 2’, which is considered the most representative of the overall landslide
conditions, the relative analyses indicate the Sunken City portion of the landslide tends to be
more sensitive to rising groundwater than the underlying Point Fermin slide mass. An attached
graphic summary of the analytical results shows a 7%, 17% and 27% reduction in the factor of
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safety of the Sunken City landslide for the assumed respective rises in groundwater of 10, 20
and 30 feet (refer to Appendix E). By comparison, these same assumed groundwater rises
reduced the factor of safety of the underlying point Fermin landslide by 6%, 12% and 19%,
respectively. Using these projections, estimates and assumptions, the average factors of
safety of both the Sunken City landslide and the Point Fermin landslide are less the 1.0 (i.e.,
unstable or actively moving) for an assumed groundwater rise of 10 to 20 feet (Appendix E).
6.0

GROUND FAILURE HAZARD ZONES

On the basis of the compiled information, observations and evaluations, a ground failure hazard
map was prepared to identify those areas of the landslide with the highest potential for
hazardous ground failure. Three hazard levels were defined specific to the exposed geologic
conditions and the associated local history of landsliding, including “Extreme Hazard”, “High
Hazard” and “Hazard” zones. These hazard zone definitions were, in turn utilized to delineate
specific hazard zones within the landslide area. In addition to the ground failure hazards, each
of the defined hazard areas includes pervasive uneven surfaces, open fissures and local steep
to near-vertical slopes that represent significant slip, trip and fall hazards for pedestrians. The
delineated hazard zones are shown on Plate 3.
“Extreme Hazard” zones were identified by the presence of pervasive dilated fracturing within
the bedrock comprising relatively high, very steep slopes/cliffs. Locally extensive open fracture
systems have developed in the area as a consequence of continuing long-term displacement of
the landslides, and the associated height and steepness of the slopes/cliffs in the “Extreme
Hazard” zone area produces a potential for life-threatening catastrophic failure that could occur
at any time. These catastrophic failures would affect both the area above/behind the slope,
and also to a much more dangerous degree, the area below the slope. Relatively minor
rockfalls in these areas could have life-threatening consequences, and are most likely to occur
along the ocean shoreline, which is affected by essentially continuous wave erosion. Waves
and ocean tides also typically restrict access along the shoreline to a relatively narrow zone
along the base of the cliffs, within the influence of even minor rockfalls.
As shown on Plate 3, most of the “Extreme Hazard” zones are located along the shoreline near
the westerly boundary of the Sunken City landslide where the erosion resistant, blocky
sandstone supports relatively high, very steep sea cliffs and local pinnacles of rock bounded by
open fractures. A similar pinnacle area is also present away from the shoreline, near the center
of the Sunken City landslide. At that location, the near-vertical rock face appears to be leaning
slightly seaward, suggesting a potential for catastrophic toppling failure.
“High Hazard” zones were also identified by the presence of pervasive dilated fracturing within
bedrock comprising relatively high, steep slopes/cliffs. However, the steepness of the slopes in
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these areas tends to be less, and potential ground failure in these areas is more likely to
consist of shallow slabs and rockfalls rather than catastrophic failure or toppling of large blocks
or areas of the slope face. Similar to the “Extreme Hazard” zones, most of the “High Hazard”
zones tend to be located along the actively eroding shoreline and similar life-threatening
exposure to even minor rockfall is present along the base of the bluff slopes/cliffs in these
areas (Plate 3).
“Hazard” zones were also delineated primarily on the basis of extensive fracturing of the slide
masses/ground that has occurred as a consequence of continuing long-term displacement of
the landslides. Relatively large horizontal and vertical ground displacements within these
portions of the landslides have broken the slide masses into a myriad of blocks with intervening
ground cracks and extensional zones. These ground cracks and extensional zones are subject
to local ground collapse, and the slide debris is subject to shallow failure and rockfall in areas
with significant slope gradients. As shown on Plate 3, the “Hazard” zones encompass all of the
remaining areas of the Sunken City landslide and the shorefront slope that descends from the
terrace level in the westerly portion of the Point Fermin landslide. In many of these areas, there
are remnants of previous infrastructure improvements (primarily concrete slabs, along with local
steel rails, abandoned pipes, etc.) that represent tripping, falling and local collapse hazards, in
addition to, or associated with the local ground collapse and shallow failure potential.
As requested, primary trails within the landslide area are also delineated on Plate 3. However,
evidence at the site suggests that, with the exception of most of the cliff faces, there is very little
of the slide area that has not been accessed by the public by walking, crawling and/or climbing.
7.0

FEASIBILITY OF MITIGATION MEASURES FOR GROUND FAILURE HAZARDS

In general, the existing ground failure hazard zones along the ocean shoreline and bluff top are
the areas where the hazardous conditions are most extreme. It will not be possible to
effectively mitigate hazards in those areas to the extent that they will be safe enough for public
access. Although some removals could marginally reduce the hazard potential in local areas,
the only practical mitigation measure for the hazard zones along the ocean shoreline is
avoidance. This conclusion is primarily a consequence of the height, steepness and bedrock
conditions along the ocean shoreline, and also because of effects of continuous erosion along
the toe of the bluffs and associated continuing ground movement within the landslide area.
Significant mitigation of the ground failure hazards can be accomplished in the inland portions
of the Sunken City Landslide, but not to the degree that supports a recommendation allowing
public access. The longevity of these mitigation measures would be limited by the effects of
continuing wave erosion and landslide movement. Coastal permitting issues may also
severely constrain or possibly prohibit mitigation grading in the slide area, particularly in the
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vicinity of the existing bluff slopes. Potential liability associated with grading modification of a
hazardous landslide area should also be considered.
The upper terrace area comprising the top of the Point Fermin Landslide mass in the inland
areas away from the ocean shoreline and bluff top have not been identified as a significant
ground failure hazard zone, and controlled public access to this area is considered feasible,
pending implementation of an appropriate monitoring program (Section 8.2) and other safety
measures.
8.0

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1

MITIGATION GRADING OF THE INLAND PORTIONS OF THE SUNKEN CITY LANDSLIDE

Recommended general grading mitigation measures for this area would primarily consist of
regrading locally steep slope areas to gradients or slope ratios (H:V) shallower than 1:1
(bedrock cuts) or 1.5:1 (soil cuts or compacted fills). These areas should also be graded with
drainage gradients that minimize infiltration of incident rainfall and other potential surface flow
across the area. Any proposed drainage structures and/or other drainage improvements
should consider the occurrence of continuing/future landslide movement and should consist of
flexible components that are easily maintained. Remnant infrastructure improvements from
previous development of the area should be removed to facilitate implementation and future
maintenance of the grading/drainage plan.
8.2

LANDSLIDE MONITORING

Considering the potential for public use of the landslide area, some provisions should be made
to monitor current and future landslide movement. Survey monitoring points should be
established within the landslide area to monitor their position/location relative to “no movement”
datum monuments well beyond the limits of the mapped landsliding. Monitoring points should
also be established around the perimeter of the landslide area, both within and beyond the
surface projection of the bentonite bed that forms the base of the Point Fermin Landslide (see
Geologic Cross-Sections). Some consideration should also be given to installation of
inclinometers to monitor subsurface movement along the base of both the upper and lower
landslide slip surfaces, and also piezometers to monitor the groundwater pore pressure
affecting the landslides.
8.3

MITIGATION OF THE RATE AND SEVERITY OF FUTURE LANDSLIDE MOVEMENT

It should be recognized that the subject site is an active landslide area. Although the rate of
movement may not be noticeable in the short term, there is no physical mechanism for this
landslide area to stabilize itself, particularly in consideration of continual wave erosion that is
occurring along the ocean shoreline. Specific provisions should be developed and
implemented to enhance drainage conditions within and surrounding the landslide area to
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minimize infiltration of rainfall and surface water runoff. To the extent possible, uncontrolled
runoff over the bluff edge, or over the scarps that form the boundaries of the slide areas should
also be eliminated. Uncontrolled runoff from the upland areas northerly of the slide area and/or
leakage from existing storm drains or utilities is of particular concern. Specific provisions
should be developed for routine monitoring and maintenance of the water, sewer and storm
drain lines in the areas within a radius of about 200 to 300 feet surrounding the boundaries of
the slide area. Any existing lines within the slide area or any that are no longer in the area near
the perimeter of the landslide should be removed or appropriately sealed and abandoned.
9.0

GRADING MITIGATION CONCEPT

At the initial site meeting for the project, representatives of the Los Angeles Department of
Recreation and Parks (LADRP) expressed a goal to improve the safety conditions of the site in
preparation for possible controlled public access to the area. A conceptual mitigation grading
alternative has been developed by Wagner Engineering & Survey, Inc (WES) under Amec
Foster Wheeler’s direction to clean up and improve the drainage conditions in the Sunken City
portion of the landslide area, and to the extent considered feasible, to also improve the site
safety conditions. A copy of the plans illustrating the details of this grading concept is attached
as Appendix F.
The primary features or advantages of this grading concept are:


Smoothes the topography on the top and upper portion of the landslide, removing locally
over-steeped slopes (i.e., “Extreme” and “High Hazard” areas);



Reconfigures the topography to provide positive drainage gradients to a large drainage
swale that runs the length of the landslide to collect and discharge incident rainfall and
other surface runoff;



In addition to those drainage improvements, the mitigation grading will fill existing ground
cracks (at least temporarily) and will generally densify the surface materials, which will
also tend to reduce infiltration of surface water into the slide mass;



Removes concrete, pipes and other debris from the Sunken City portion of the landslide
that represent local safety hazards and may also provide local conduits for rapid
infiltration of surface water into the slide mass;

Possible drawbacks or disadvantages of this grading concept are:


Does not provide significant mitigation of “Extreme” and “High Hazard” areas along the
shoreline, including the top of the bluffs along the seaward edge of the grading area;
Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure, Inc.
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Locally directs some sheet-flow drainage towards the top of the bluff/shorefront slope in
the Sunken City landslide area;



Creates the false impression that the Sunken City portion of the landslide is now safe,
possibly increasing the potential for injuries and life threatening accidents in the vicinity
of the extremely hazardous bluff slope areas, including potential catastrophic failure of
the bluff.

10.0

CLOSURE AND GENERAL CONDITIONS

This report is based on the project as described and the geologic/geotechnical data obtained
from Amec Foster Wheeler’s engineering geologic review and mapping of the site conditions
and research of the referenced documents. The conclusions and interpretations do not reflect
possible undetected variations that may occur between the reported exploration locations or
other data points. Amec foster Wheeler should be notified of any pertinent change in the site
conditions, or if geologic conditions are found that differ from those described in this report.
This report has not been prepared for use by parties other than the City of Los Angeles Bureau
of Engineering and City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks, or their
designated representatives, or for projects or locations other than that described herein. This
document may not contain sufficient information for other parties or other purposes. This report
has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted geologic/geotechnical practices and
makes no other warranties, either express or implied, as to the professional advice or data
included.
We appreciate the opportunity to be of service. Should you have any questions or require
additional information, please contact Scott Kerwin at your earliest convenience.

Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure, Inc.
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APPENDIX A
Point Fermin Landslide, Scullin, 1987

APPENDIX B
Report on the Point Firmin [sic] Landslide, Ransome, 1929

APPENDIX C
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MONTH LJNE A LINE B LINf C LINE D LINE E
r =--c-=:- - - r-- ::--- co--= -.=-+=
1
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1~37 June.
; --t-_.44 ~!9_ .25~ .OS .213~ .JI .231 .18
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-
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.oo
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